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Executive Summary
A high-level language based on the Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL), entitled
MILS-AADL, has been developed to serve as the user-facing representation of D-MILS designs.
The D-MILS Project will provide an implementation and assurance technology for such designs.
The implementation is based on a formal architecture modeling framework that provides the basis
for integrating the work on automated generation of safe and secure configurations and architectural
security analysis.
The logical and technical architectural and platform modeling of distributed MILS requires an intermediate formal language representation on its own. A central part of the D-MILS tool chain will
therefore be a cross-compiler that translates high-level to such intermediate representations. To guarantee the correctness of this approach, it is necessary for both the high-level and the intermediate
language to have a precise formal semantics, and to have that semantics preserved by the translation.
This aim of this document is to describe the MILS-AADL features for policy architecture and platform modeling, and to specify their translation into the intermediate representation.
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1

Introduction

This document constitutes Deliverable D 2.2 of WP 2 (Graphical and Declarative Languages) of EU
FP7 project Distributed MILS for Dependable Information and Communication Infrastructures (DMILS; Project Number 318772). The objective of this work package is the definition of an appropriate MILS specification language and of its translation into the formal architecture modeling
framework, and the integration of architecture modeling with assurance case reasoning using modular GSN. More concretely, activities have started in Task T 2.1 with the extension of an appropriate core fragment of the Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) and its Error Model
Annex by security-related constructs. The resulting high-level language is called MILS-AADL (or
AADL/MILS), and is specified in [16]. Section 2 of the present document describes the MILSAADL language features that support the representation of policy architectures and implementation
platforms.
The present deliverable is an outcome of Task T 2.2, Translation of AADL/MILS into Formal Architectural Modeling Framework, which aims to develop formal representations of a system’s logical and
technical architecture including distributed hardware. More concretely, its goal is to develop a translator from MILS-AADL to the intermediate formal language for architectural and platform modeling
of distributed MILS. This language constitutes the interface to the back-end of the D-MILS tool chain
to be developed in WP 5. This back-end will essentially be a configuration compiler that transforms
representations of policy architectures and implementation platforms into safe and secure low-level
implementations involving separation kernels and communication networks.
The selection of an intermediate architectural modeling language was guided by the requirements for
the verification framework as given in [15], with the outcome of choosing both the AUTOFOCUS
(more exactly, AF3) and the BIP language for this purpose. Sections 3 and 4, respectively, briefly
describes both languages, with particular emphasis on their features for architectural and platform
modeling. Figure 1 gives an overview in the languages and transformations that are foreseen for both
architecture modelling and verification purposes.
With respect to the former, AUTOFOCUS will serve as a graphical viewer and editor for MILSAADL models. In particular, it will allow
• visualization of the policy architecture
• visualization and edition of the platform model and the mapping between the policy architecture and the platform model.
However, the transformation envisioned between AUTOFOCUS and MILS-AADL is partial in the
sense that only high-level architectures are considered. In particular, models imported from MILSAADL into AUTOFOCUS are not intended to be used for simulation or verification inside AUTOFOCUS.
In contrast, the BIP model needs to gather in a meaningful manner all the information required by
the configuration compiler. The role of BIP in this context is manyfold:
• the BIP framework is used to represent an entire D-MILS system, combining both policy architecture and distributed platform aspects. Actually, both aspects are already expressed (specified) in MILS-AADL, however, at different levels of details and granularity. In particular, the
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Figure 1: Framework of transformations envisaged in D-MILS.

platform description is provided in MILS-AADL for user convenience (i.e. to have a single,
friendly design language) and does neither include an operational view nor has an operational
semantics. The operational modeling of platform elements is included solely in the BIP model,
at the level of detail required for the forthcoming transformations.
• BIP provides the tool support for the construction of the above system models as well as for
the generation of system configurations (to be developped later on as part of the configuration compiler). Concretely, BIP does not only offer the modeling concepts but also the tools
for implementing a systematic construction of system models from individual models of the
policy architecture and pre-defined librariries of platform components. Some of these transformations may build on previous work with the BIP design flow for constructing and analyzing
parallel applications on manycore platforms [9], or for building decentralized implementations
for component-based systems [8].
• finally, provide support for some forms of system-level analysis. If a detailed system-level
model is available, it can be fed to simulation-based verification tools such as the statisticalmodel checking tool for BIP[]. These analysis are complementary to the ones proposed in WP4
as they rely on a detailed description of he platform, yet, they could be less scalable due to the
complexity of the underlying models.
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2

Architecture Modeling in MILS-AADL

2.1

Overview

In order to meet the requirements as identified in [15, Sect. 2], the MILS-AADL language was
developed in [16] an “extended subset” of the AADL [23, 20] and its Error Model Annex [24, 21].
The resulting features can be summarised as follows:
• The system under consideration is hierarchically organized into components, distinguishing
between software, hardware (in AADL terms: execution platform), and composite components.
• The overall specification can be divided into packages to support modularity. Another means
for modularisation and encapsulation is the introduction of named type and value constants.
• Every component is defined by its type and its implementation. Component types specify
functional interfaces (that is, externally visible ports) as seen by the environment (black-box
view). Both (incoming and outgoing) event and data ports are supported for instantaneous and
continuous communication between components, respectively. The former can additionally be
equipped with data values for message passing.
• Component implementations represent their internal composition (white-box view):
•
•
•
•

the implementation structure of the component as an assembly of subcomponents;
their (logical) interaction through event port connections and data flows;
their (physical) binding (that is, software/hardware deployment) at runtime; and
operational modes as an abstraction of the concrete component behaviour, possibly representing different system configurations and connection topologies, with mode transitions
which are spontaneous or triggered by events arriving at ports.

Also timed and hybrid behaviour can be specified in the implementation. Multiple implementations of a component type can be defined, allowing component variants with the same interface
to be modeled.
• The following software component categories are supported:
• process: represents a software entity that can be bound to a processor and a memory
component, can contain threads;
• subject: a synonym for process to identify the active elements of a MILS policy architecture;
• thread: a unit of sequential execution which must be the subcomponent of a process; and
• data: data types, involving both discrete (booleans, enumerations, (ranges of) integers, security keys, reals) and analogue (clocks, continuous real-valued variables) value updates
using various built-in operators.
• The following hardware component categories are supported:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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node: represents a machine that features subcomponents of category processor;
processor: a single core that executes processes and threads;
memory: stores data and code;
device: interfaces with or represents the external environment;
bus: connects hardware and composite components; and
network: connects composite components.
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• The following composite component category is supported:
• system: represents subsystems or complete systems.
• Component implementations are either atomic and non-atomic, depending on whether the implementation declares only data or also other categories of subcomponents, respectively. (See
[16, Sect. 7] for an overview of which component categories are allowed to have which categories of subcomponents.)
• Component specifications can be equipped with error models to support safety and dependability analyses. Again, an error model is defined by its type and its implementation (variant).
• An error model type defines an interface in terms of (incoming and outgoing) error propagations, which are used to exchange error information between components.
• An error model implementation provides the structural details of the error model. It employs
error states to represent the current configuration of the component with respect to errors. Its
actual behaviour is defined by a (probabilistic) machine performing transitions between error
states that are triggered by error events and error propagations.
• Error events are internal to the component. They reflect changes of the error state caused
by local faults and repair operations and can be annotated with occurrence rates to model
probabilistic error behaviour.
• Outgoing error propagations report an error state to other components. If their error states
are affected, the other components will have an corresponding incoming propagation.
The syntax of the MILS-AADL language is fully detailed in [16]. The following section illustrates
its specific use for system specification, in the scope of the D-MILS project.

2.2

Policy Architecture and Platform Modeling with MILS-AADL

The D-MILS approach has two aspects, namely the development of a policy architecture that accomplishes a desired goal, and the implementation of that policy architecture upon a platform that
manages shared resources in a way that the fundamental assumptions of any policy architecture are
satisfied. These concepts are further developed in [7]. Moreover, [22] introduces a formal model for
policy architectures which is composed of components (or “boxes”) and communication channels
(or “arrows”). The corresponding MILS-AADL counterparts are components of category process
(subject) or system and event/data port connections, respectively. D-MILS platform modeling
is supported by the various MILS-AADL hardware categories.
The MILS-AADL language is very rich and provide all the necessary support for representing a wide
category of systems. In order to make it practically usable for D-MILS system developers, we list
hereafter a number of guidelines helping the overall organization of D-MILS system specifications in
MILS-AADL and as a side effect, simplify the development of structural transformation and analysis
tools. The guidelines are simple restrictions on the usage of the MILS-AADL language allowing to
easily identify the policy architecture, the D-MILS platform description and their mapping:
• At system level, we envisage a layered organization in two well-identified layers, namely the
policy architecture layer and the D-MILS platform layer.

28 February 2014
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• The policy architecture layer consists of a interconnected set of MILS-AADL components of
category process (subject) or system.
• The D-MILS platform layer consists of a set of MILS-AADL node components interconnected through MILS-AADL bus components. The former are abstract representations of
D-MILS platform nodes, that is, machines with separation kernels deployed on them. They
can be further decomposed into processor (which refer to single cores) and memory components. Components of category bus are abstractions of TTE switches.
• The connections between the policy architecture and the D-MILS platform are expressed
through deployment links. These links can either be provided by the system designer (i.e,
running on annotations) or left in charge of the configuration compiler.

Subject
A
policy
architecture

Subject
B

Subject
D

Node X

Subject
C

deployment

Bus

Node Z

D-MILS
platform
Bus
Node Y

Figure 2: Generic architecture of D-MILS system representation using MILS-AADL
An overall illustration of the proposed architecture for the representation of D-MILS systems using
MILS-AADL language concepts is provided in Figure 2. The equivalent textual representation using
MILS-AADL is as follows:
system implementation a_dmils_system.impl
-- 1st layer: the policy architecture
-- described as an interconnected set of ’subjects’ or ’systems’,
-- each one corresponding to the ’boxes’ in the policy architecture
-- and, optionally, their deployment on platform processors
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subcomponents
A : subject
B : subject
C : subject
D : subject
...

Subject-A-Type
...
...
...

[
[
[
[

running
running
running
running

on
on
on
on

X
Y
Y
Z

]
]
]
]

-- eventually, all the (functional) flow connections
-- between the subjects...
flows
...
-- 2nd layer: the D-MILS platform
-----

describes the platform using HW elements restricted to
’node’ for D-MILS platform nodes
’bus’ for the TTE Switches
’access’ bindings for the communication links

subcomponents
X: node Machine1-Type
Y: node ...
Z: node ...
SW1: bus TTE1-Type
SW2: bus ...
...

accesses
accesses
accesses
accesses

SW1
SW2
SW1
SW2

end a_dmils_system.impl;
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3

High-Level Representation using AUTOFOCUS

We propose to use the AUTOFOCUS 3 tool to represent a high-level view of the application, the
platform and their mapping in a D-MILS model. In particular, AUTOFOCUS combines a logical
architecture – that represents a policy architecture – with a platform model, by deploying the logical
architecture onto the platform model. The tool allows visualization of the security policy, the platform model and the deployment information contained in a MILS-AADL model. Furthermore, the
platform model and the deployment can be edited.

3.1

Autofocus Overview

AUTOFOCUS allows component-based modeling of reactive, distributed systems and provides validation and verification mechanisms for these models. The modeling language is based on precise
semantics from the FOCUS theory. A comprehensive introduction to the semantics can be found
in [10].
In AUTOFOCUS the system consists of a set of communicating components, each having its own
behavior specification. Each component has a defined interface (i.e., its black-box view) and an
implementation (i.e., its white-box behavior). The interface consists of a set of input and output
ports, and connections are always directed from an output port to an input port.
The components describe the system from the logical point of view; there is no restriction on the
underlying technical platform in terms of electronic control units, memory or communication buses.
AUTOFOCUS provides an additional technical layer to describe the technical platform consisting of
electronic control units, communication buses and hardware ports, which describe the connection to
sensors and actuators.
Having described the logical architecture and the execution environment, these two views of the
system must be related to each other. In particular, each logical component has to be mapped onto
some execution resource. Furthermore, logical signals need to be mapped to hardware ports, e.g. I/O
devices or bus messages.
AUTOFOCUS is implemented by the AUTOFOCUS 3 Tool (AF3) - an open source software which
can be downloaded under http://af3.fortiss.org/. The tool was developed to support a
seamless model-based engineering of software for embedded devices. AF3 supports requirements,
formal specification of structure and behavior of a logical architecture based on components, integrated testing and verification as well as the description of specific technical platforms and the deployment of logical components to the technical platform. A user friendly graphical interface allows
intuitive modeling, simulation and analysis of the system.

3.2

D-MILS System Representation in AUTOFOCUS

The AUTOFOCUS description of a D-MILS model focuses on defining how the different subjects
are deployed on the platform. It includes a logical architecture of the application software, that we
interpret as a policy architecture. A model of the platform is also included, defining the hardware
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setting of the system. Finally, the AUTOFOCUS representation defines a (possibly partial) mapping
of the subjects onto machines of the platform. The logical architecture, the platform model and the
deployment correspond to subparts of a global AUTOFOCUS model. Application and platform are
defined independently, and then bound through the deployment. The policy architecture is defined by
the application software model, therefore changing it at this level of abstraction is not possible. However, the representations of the platform and the deployment can be edited using the AUTOFOCUS 3
tool.

Figure 3: An example of logical architecture in AUTOFOCUS.
The logical architecture of the application is represented by a set of AUTOFOCUS components,
with connections between them. An example is given in Figure 3. Each box is an AUTOFOCUS
component, interpreted as a security domain1 , as implicitly defined in the policy architecture layer of
the MILS-AADL system model. A connection between components indicates that information may
be transmitted according to the direction of the connection. The connections define the intransitive
policy architecture to be established and enforced by the configuration of the platform.

Figure 4: A D-MILS platform model in AUTOFOCUS.
1

The term security domain introduced here is an abstract concept that is not equivalent to other modeling terms used
here. For the purpose of this security analysis it is convenient in this example to interpret each component as a distinct
security domain. In another context a security domain may be interpreted to be a collection of components. This example
is further described in Section 5.3.
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A platform model is represented by nodes and switches linked with wires, as depicted in Figure 4.
Each node corresponds to a physical machine, possibly running a separation kernel. The wires indicate how switches and machines are physically connected. The AUTOFOCUS 3 tool allows the user
to manipulate the platform model by adding, removing and binding elements.

Figure 5: Deployment editor in AUTOFOCUS.
Finally, the deployment is represented by assigning each subject of the policy architecture to a particular machine of the platform. AUTOFOCUS 3 provides an editor to visualize and edit this mapping,
depicted in Figure 5. On the figure, one sees that the selected machine, namely Machine3, hosts the
software components user and dispatch.

3.3

Extraction of MILS-AADL representation

All the information needed to build the security policy, the platform and the deployment is contained
in the top level system implementation of a MILS-AADL model. An AUTOFOCUS model can be
directly obtained from this part of the MILS-AADL model. As an example, consider the fragment of
the MILS-AADL model that is needed to build the examples presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5.
system implementation starlight.impl
subcomponents
dispatch: process Dprocess.impl running on Machine3;
high:
process Hprocess.impl;
low:
process Lprocess.impl;
user:
process Uprocess.impl running on Machine3;
Machine1: node machine.impl accesses Switch1;
Machine2: node machine.impl accesses Switch2;
Machine3: node machine.impl accesses Switch1;
Switch1: bus TTswitch.impl accesses Switch2 ;
Switch1: bus TTswitch.impl;
connections
port user.input -> dispatch.input;
port dispatch.display -> user.display;
port dispatch.cmdL -> low.cmd;
port dispatch.cmdH -> high.cmd;
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port low.res -> high.resL;
port high.res -> dispatch.res;
end starlight.impl;
In general, building each part (policy architecture, platform and deployment) of the AUTOFOCUS
description of a MILS-AADL system model is done as follows.
• The policy architecture is obtained by:
1. Creating an AUTOFOCUS component for each process or system subcomponent.
2. For each port entry either in the connections or flows section, that binds a output
port from a source subject to an input port of a target subject, creating a connection
from the AUTOFOCUS component corresponding to the source suject to the component
corresponding to the target subject.
• The platform model is obtained by:
1. Creating a processor element for each node subcomponent.
2. Creating a switch element for each bus subcomponent.
3. Creating a wire element for each accesses binding. This wire links the switch element
corresponding to the bus given after accesses to the element corresponding to the bus
or node declared before accesses.
• The deployment information is obtained from the running on bindings in the declaration
of process or system subcomponents. Whenever a process or system is declared
running on a node, the AUTOFOCUS component corresponding to the process or
system is deployed on the processor created after the node.
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4

The Intermediate Framework for Architecture Modeling

The selection of intermediate languages has to meet the requirements for the verification framework
as identified in [15, Sect. 4+5]. These have been derived from the specific requirements of the two
case studies, the fortiss Smart Microgrid Demonstrator [13, Sect. 5] and the Frequentis Voice Service
Demonstrator [14, Sect. 5].
In summary, the main challenge is to adapt or extend existing approaches for the verification of functional, safety and dependability, and security properties both at the level of the system architecture
and of the single components. The required analysis are described in D-MILS Deliverable D 4.1 [19]
while D-MILS Deliverable D 3.1 [17] identifies appropriate intermediate languages and supporting
tools.
Another collection of requirements is imposed by the back-end of the D-MILS tool chain to be
developed in WP 5. This back-end will essentially be a configuration compiler that transforms MILSAADL representations of policy architectures into low-level implementations involving separation
kernels and communication networks [15, Sect. 7]. For this step, the BIP language [26] is envisaged
as the intermediate formal language for architectural and platform modeling.
Note that BIP is not only employed as an intermediate language for architecture modeling but also
for verification purposes. In [18, Sect. ??] we outline the essential principles of the corresponding
translation of MILS-AADL to BIP, tailored to the verification tools to be implemented and used in
WP 4. The latter are mainly oriented towards the analysis of the dynamic behavior of a system in
execution. The present deliverable, in comparison, shows the parts of the translation that are targeting
the D-MILS platform and its associated deployment information.

4.1

BIP Overview

BIP (Behavior, Interaction, Priority) [3] is a component framework intended to support rigorous system design [2]. BIP allows the construction of composite hierarchically structured components from
atomic components characterized by their behavior and their interface. Components are composed by
layered application of interactions and of priorities. Interactions express synchronization constraints
between actions of the composed components while priorities are used to select amongst possible
interactions and to steer system evolution so as to meet performance requirements, e.g., to express
scheduling policies. Interactions are described in BIP as the combination of two types of protocols:
rendez-vous to express strong symmetric synchronization and broadcast to express triggered asymmetric synchronization. The combination of interactions and priorities confers BIP expressiveness
not matched by any other existing formalism [6]. Further details on the BIP syntax and semantics
can be found in project deliverables D 3.1 [17] and D 3.2 [18].
BIP defines a clean and abstract concept of architecture separate from behavior. Architecture in
BIP is a first class concept with well-defined semantics that can be analyzed and transformed. BIP
relies on rigorous operational semantics that has been implemented by three execution engines for
centralized, distributed and real-time execution. It is used as a unifying semantic model in a rigorous
system design flow. Rigor is ensured by two kinds of tools: 1) D-Finder [4, 5], a verification tool for
checking safety properties and deadlock-freedom in particular; 2) source-to-source transformers [8],
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that allow progressive refinement of the application to get a correct implementation. Further details
on the verification tools can be found in deliverable D 4.1 [19].

4.2

System-Level Modeling with BIP

We briefly recall hereafter the principles for the construction of a mixed software/hardware system
model introduced in [9]. The flow of the construction is illustrated in Figure 6. The method takes as
inputs representations of the application software, the hardware platform and the mapping. The output is the system model in BIP. The construction breaks down into several well identified translation
and model transformation phases operating on the initial representations and BIP models.
In the current implementation, the representation of the various inputs is realized using the concrete
formalism available in the DOL framework [25]. In the same spirit as AADL, the DOL framework
provides several languages for the representation of applications software, multi-processor architectures and their mappings. Concretely, application software is defined using a variant of the Kahn process network model. It consists of a set of deterministic, sequential processes (in C) communicating
asynchronously through FIFO channels. The hardware architecture is described as interconnections
of computational and communication resources such as processors, buses and memories. The mapping associates application software components to resources of the hardware architecture, that is,
processes to processors and FIFO channels to memories. All architectural information is provided
using XML languages.
In principle, the system model embodies the hardware constraints into the software model according
to the mapping. The construction of the system model in BIP is obtained by a sequence of translations
and transformations of the initial DOL representations, as follows:
1. automatic translation of the application software in DOL into a BIP model. The translation is
structural: processes and FIFO channels in DOL are translated into atomic components in BIP,
connections in DOL are translated into connectors in BIP.
2. automatic translation of the hardware architecture model in DOL into a BIP model. The translation is also structural: hardware resources (processor, memory, bus, etc) are translated into
BIP components, hardware interconnections are translated into connectors in BIP.
3. construction of an initial, abstract system model using source-to-source transformation of the
previous two models and composition according to the mapping.
4. finally, refinement of the previous system model by including specific timing information about
the execution of the software on the platform.
We previously ensured that all the transformations above preserve functional properties of the application software model. Moreover, the system model includes specific timing constraints for execution
of the application software on the hardware platform. These constraints are obtained by cross compiling the application model into executable code for the target and measuring the execution time
of the elementary blocks of code (e.g., BIP transitions). The timing information is integrated in the
system model through the source-to-source transformation done in the last refinement step (item 4 in
the list above).
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Figure 6: Principles for Mixed HW/SW System Model Construction using BIP
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4.3

D-MILS Systems Modeling in BIP

D-MILS systems are represented in BIP as illustrated in Figure 7. This model corresponds to the
generic MILS-AADL example presented earlier in Section 2. At top level, the model represents the
platform elements, that is, the interconnection of node (machine) and bus (switch) components.
Node components are essentially place-holders for the set of policy subjects deployed onto them.
Their associated BIP models are obtained following the translation described in D-MILS Deliverable D 3.2 [18]. In addition, the subject components are explicitly connected with communication
wrappers. The latter are used to break and wrap the direct interaction on event and/or data ports at
the policy architecture layer using primitives for network-based communication. Intuitively, output
events and/or the changes on output data ports are wrapped as packets and sent over the network.
Bus components are an abstraction of the communication switches used within the network. They
consists of a collection of virtual link components, one for every communication flow ongoing on the
switch. The functionality of virtual link components is relatively straightforward. They are relaying
communication packets received on the input port to the associated output ports. In the proposed
model, virtual links operate in parallel and no global coordination is enforced. Nevertheless, specific
scheduling can be considered e.g, if needed for validation of extra-functional properties at system
level.
(1)
Subject A

(2)
(3)

(1)
Bus
Model

(2)
(4)

Subject B

Subject C

Node Z

Node X
(3) (4)

(3)
(4)
Subject D
Node Y

MILS-AADL Subject (Process or System)
Bus
Model

HW Platform Component

HdS Communication Wrapper
Figure 7: Overall architecture of D-MILS system models in BIP

We should notice that the D-MILS system representation in BIP is structure-preserving. That is, all
the elements of the original D-MILS system expressed in MILS-AADL are present in the intermediate representation. Moreover, all the MILS-AADL connections are also either preserved or refined.
Finally, let us remark that the proposed representation in BIP does not cover two important aspects,
which can potentially occur in MILS-AADL. First, it abstracts away the potential complexity of node
components. In MILS-AADL, nodes can represent arbitrarily complex machines, with many processors and complex memory hierarchies. For the time being, this low-level decomposition is ignored.
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It could be, however, taken into account by constructing a more refined model of nodes in BIP, which
reflects the physical organization. Second, the D-MILS systems considered are fully static, that is, at
top level, no mode behavior can be defined. Therefore, both the policy architecture and the D-MILS
platform are fixed for the entire execution of the system. Nonetheless, mode behavior is allowed
within every subject. Hence, if coordination between modes of several subjects is needed, it must be
realized using explicit event or data-flow communication between them.
4.3.1

Buses and Virtual Links

The Bus components have a concrete representation in BIP. Each Bus component is a composition of
atomic virtual link components modeling the transmission of data packets corresponding to the same
communication flow over the network.
The virtual link component illustrated in Figure 8, models the transfer of data over the bus, once it
gets access to the bus, from the input port towards the output port. For the time being, this component
is untimed and models only the data transfer. If needed, this model can be further refined into a timed
model that includes the (variable) transfer delay, based on the actual data size, the concrete QoS
characteristics of the bus (switch), etc. Moreover, additional scheduling constraints between virtual
links can be expressed if needed at bus level either by using (dynamic) priorities or through insertion
of explicit scheduler components for controlling explicitly the sending of different packets.
All these models are currently being developed as BIP hardware library.

recv
recv
packet

recv1

recv

send

send1

send2

send

recv

recv2

send
send
packet

recv3

recv

recv
send

send

send3

send4

recv4

Figure 8: BIP Models for Virtual Link and Bus Components

4.3.2

Event/Data Ports Communication Wrapper

Communication wrapper components are needed to mediate between operational components (within
the policy layer) and communication network components (within the platform layer). Their role is
to intercept the triggering of event ports and/or the changes of data ports and to wrap them as packets
to be transitted on the D-MILS network.
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Figure 9: BIP Models for wrappers for input/output data ports
Figure 9 presents a model for the communication wrapper for input/output data ports. On the output
side (left side of Figure 9), the component interacts with the output port in order to detect changes of
the associated data. When a change is detected, the value of the data port is encapsulated within a
network packet and delivered to the network. On the input side (right side of Figure 9), the behavior
is dual: whenever a packet is received, the associated data is extracted from it and used to trigger the
associated input data port in the functional component. The wrapping of event ports can be done in a
similar manner.
Alternatively, more or less sophisticated wrapping mechanisms can be developed. The approach presented above is entirely data-driven by the output (transmitting) side. Alternative solutions could be,
for example, time-driven models where the packets are periodically generated regardless the actual
change of the data port. Or, data-driven by the input side, where the exchange of network packets is
initiated on-demand by the input (receiving) component. All these mechanisms are developed as BIP
components within the hardware dependent software communication library. The choice amongst
them belong to the system designer.

4.4

Translation from MILS-AADL

The construction of D-MILS system models follows the general principles identified for the rigorous
design flow using BIP systems:
• translation of the policy architecture layer using BIP. This translation has been described in
the Deliverable D 3.2 [18]. It covers all the functional aspects of the subjects such as mode
behavior, data and event flow communication, etc.
• representation of the D-MILS platform layer using BIP. This step uses a specific component
library in BIP for describing hardware elements. In particular, this library contains the components needed for the modeling of network switches.
• the combination of the two above BIP models towards a single system model in BIP. The
policy architecture and the platform models in BIP are wired together according to deployment
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constraints. This operation requires several steps in order to handle communication over the
network, that is:
- break atomic interactions between components deployed on different processors and insert the appropriate communication wrappers components. These components are developed beforehand as part of a hardware-specific-software (HdS) component library.
- replace the direct communication between wrappers by a (route) composition of virtual
links components. One virtual link component is needed for every network switch used
to deploy that communication.
The different translation/transformation phases and the additional BIP component libraries (HW,
HdS) are currently being developed.
The translation/transformation from MILS-AADL to BIP is built on the existing infrastructure for
parsing and construction of XML abstract syntax trees corresponding to MILS-AADL specifications.
The overall architecture is depicted in Figure 10.
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XML

translation

translation

HW Lib
BIP
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Figure 10: The MILS-AADL to BIP translator
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5

D-MILS System Examples

In the following, we present three complete MILS-AADL system examples that demonstrate the use
of MILS-AADL language features for policy architecture and platform modeling.

5.1

Platform components

In the next examples, we model MILS platform using a library of components providing high-level
models for the hardware components. These components are simply defined by their types, i.e.
node for a D-MILS node (machine) and bus for a switch. They could be more detailed, i.e. a node
description could state its number of processors and memory size. We assume that the following
fragment of MILS-AADL is included in each of the next examples.
------------------------------------------------------------------- MILS platform components
-----------------------------------------------------------------node machine
end machine;
node implementation machine.impl
end machine.impl;
bus
end
bus
end

TTswitch
TTswitch;
implementation TTswitch.impl
TTswitch.impl;

5.2

Home Gateway

The following MILS-AADL model of a home gateway system is inspired by a real application, taken
from [11]. The system collects information about the temperature and the presence of people in
a building, then analyses them and takes decisions to decrease or increase the temperature value
according to the presence value.
The associated security property is that the presence of people in the building is considered secret.
Thus, an intruder observing the public temperature variation should not be able to deduce the presence
value.
The platform consists of two machines directly connected by a cable. The presence detector and the
component in charge of analysis are both deployed on the same machine.
------------------------------------------------------------------- MILS-AADL Model of Home Gateway System [CLB08]
------------------------------------------------------------------
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constants
-- temperature recommended when nobody is in the building
theta1: real := 15.0;
-- temperature recommended when a person is in the building
theta2: real := 25.0;
-- time limit for the analyse process
timeout: int := 2 ;
--- HomeGateway System
-system HomeGateway
features
sin: in event port;
sout: in event port;
end HomeGateway;
system implementation HomeGateway.imp
subcomponents
temp : process TempDevice.imp running
pres : process PresSensor.imp running
analyse : process Analyse.imp running
Machine1 : node machine.impl accesses
Machine2 : node machine.impl accesses
connections
port sin -> pres.inP;
port sout-> pres.outP;
flows
port temp.outT -> analyse.inT;
port pres.P -> analyse.P;
port analyse.deltaT-> temp.deltaT;
end HomeGateway.imp

on Machine1;
on Machine2;
on Machine2;
Machine2;
Machine1;

--- Temperature component sends the temperature value to the
-- analyse and then regulate it.
-process TempDevice
features
-- temperature value to rectify
deltaT : in data port real;
-- collected temperature value
outT: out data port real;
end TempDevice;
process implementation TempDevice.imp
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subcomponents
T: data continuous default 17.0;
modes
off: initial mode while T’ = -0.1;
onn: mode while T’ = 0.02 and T <= theta2;
transitions
onn-[outT:=T]-> onn;
off-[outT:=T]-> off;
off-[when deltaT<0]-> onn;
onn-[when deltaT>0]-> off;
end TempDevice.imp
--- presence component sends the presence value to the analyse
-process PresSensor
features
inP: in event port;
outP: in event port;
P: out data port bool default false;
end PresSensor;
process implementation PresSensor.imp
modes
absence: initial mode;
presence: mode;
transitions
absence-[when inP then P:= true] -> presence;
presence-[when outP then P:=false] -> absence;
end PresSensor.imp
---Analyse component compare collected information and take decisions
-process Analyse
features
P: in data port bool;
inT: in data port real;
deltaT:out data port real;
end Analyse;
process implementation Analyse.imp
subcomponents
timer: data clock;
modes
idle: initial mode;
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wait: mode;
treat: mode while timer <= timeout min;
transitions
idle -[then timer := 0]-> treat;
treat-[when [P=false and inT>theta2 ] then
deltaT:= inT-theta2] -> wait;
treat-[when [P=true and inT<theta1 ] then
deltaT:= inT-theta1] -> wait;
wait -[when timer >= timeout min]-> idle;
end Analyse.imp
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5.3

Starlight Interactive Link

The next MILS-AADL model is inspired by the Starlight example proposed in [12]. It is used to show
usefulness of expressing security policies trough architectures with filters. The example actually
comes from a project of the Australian Defence Force, and is more detailed in [1]. It assumes four
security domains, namely low, a low-security network, high, a high-security network, user, a
user, and dispatch, the interface between the user and the networks. Note that here, the security
domains match the subcomponents of the toplevel system component. We assume that the user can
send commands to each of the networks and will receive a corresponding result. Results computed by
the low-security network are transmitted to the user through the high-security network. A dedicated
input from the user toggles between the high-security and the low-security mode. In the original
example, user input is provided by keyboard and mouse, and output is displayed through graphical
interfaces (Xserver).
The associated security property is that the low-security network should receive only commands that
are input in low security mode and should gain no knowledge of the commands input in high-security
mode nor of their results. In [12], this property is formally stated through the policy architecture
depicted in Figure 11 where f is a filter specifying that only command input in low mode is allowed
to pass.
high
low

dispatch

user

f

Figure 11: Policy architecture for the “Starlight” example.
This examples define the security policy from Figure 11, without the filter function. It also defines a
platform consisting of three machines connected with two switches.
Here we take the following modeling decisions:
• Each network is modeled by a single process.
• Commands and results are represented by integer values where the result of a command is its
square.
------------------------------------------------------------------- MILS-AADL Model of Starlight Interactive Link [CM12]
------------------------------------------------------------------- The number 0 is the command for toggling between high and low
-- security.
constants
toggle: int: 0;
------------------------------------------------------------------
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-- Processes
------------------------------------------------------------------- Dprocess : dispatch between high and low security networks
process Dprocess
features
input:
in event data port int;
display: out event data port int;
cmdH:
out event data port int;
cmdL:
out event data port int;
res:
in event data port int;
end Dprocess;
process implementation Dprocess.impl
subcomponents
i: data int;
-- storing the last input from the user
r: data int;
-- storing the next result for the user
modes
H: initial mode; -- high sec mode, waiting
Hr: mode;
-- received result to display
Hc: mode;
-- received user input
L: mode;
-- idem with low sec mode
Lr: mode;
Lc: mode;
transitions
H -[input(i)] -> Hc;
Hc -[cmdH(i) when i != toggle] -> H; -- treat input
Hc -[when i = toggle] -> L;
H -[res(r)] -> Hr;
-- received result, display
Hr -[display(r)] -> H;
-- The same construction for L follows.
L -[input(i)] -> Lc;
Lc -[cmdL(i) when i != toggle] -> L;
Lc -[when i = toggle] -> H;
L -[res(r)] -> Lr;
Lr -[display(r)] -> L;
end Dprocess.impl;
process Hprocess
features
cmd: in event data port int;
resL: in event data port int;
res: out event data port int;
end Hprocess;
process implementation Hprocess.impl
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subcomponents
i: data int;
r: data int;
modes
waiting: initial mode;
computing: mode;
transitions
waiting
-[cmd(i) then r := i*i] -> computing;
waiting
-[resL(r)]
-> computing ;
computing -[res(r)]
-> waiting ;
end Hprocess.impl;
process Lprocess
features
cmd: in event data port int;
res: out event data port int;
end Lprocess;
process implementation Lprocess.impl
subcomponents
i: data int
r: data int
modes
waiting: initial mode;
computing: mode;
transitions
waiting
-[cmd(i) then r := i*i] -> computing;
computing -[res(r)]
-> waiting;
end Lprocess.impl;
process Uprocess
features
display: in event data port int;
input: out event data port int;
end Uprocess;
process implementation Uprocess.impl
subcomponents
i: data int default 1;
r: data int;
modes
waiting: initial mode;
transitions
waiting
-[input(i) then i := random(10)]
waiting
-[display(r)] -> waiting ;
end Uproc.impl;
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------------------------------------------------------------------- Overall system
-----------------------------------------------------------------system starlight
end starlight;
system implementation starlight.impl
subcomponents
dispatch: process Dprocess.impl running on Machine3;
high: process Hprocess.impl;
low: process Lprocess.impl;
user: process Uprocess.impl running on Machine3;
Machine1: node machine.impl accesses Switch1;
Machine2: node machine.impl accesses Switch2;
Machine3: node machine.impl accesses Switch1;
Switch1: bus TTswitch.impl accesses Switch2 ;
Switch2: bus TTswitch.impl;
connections
port user.input -> dispatch.input;
port dispatch.display -> user.display;
port dispatch.cmdL -> low.cmd;
port dispatch.cmdH -> high.cmd;
port low.res -> high.resL;
port high.res -> dispatch.res;
end starlight.impl;
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5.4

Cryptographic Controller

Finally, the following listing demonstrates the use of subcomponent declarations, data flows and
encryption keys for specifying a simple cryptographic controller, essentially taken from [7]. Here
information flows from a red (secure) network to a black (insecure) one, and where the payload is
encrypted before using the public key mykey.
The platform consists of two machines directly connected. The Machine1 hosts all sensitive components, whereas the Machine2 is connected to the insecure network.
--- Crypto controller example
--- Properties to be verified:
-- outgoing header is identical to incoming header:
-fst(root.outframe) = fst(root.inframe)
-- outgoing payload is encryption of incoming payload:
-snd(root.outframe) = encrypt(snd(root.inframe), mykey)
-constants
Frame: type := (Header, Payload);
Header: type := int;
Payload: type := int;
MyKeys: asymmetric key pair;
--- Overall system with four components connected by channels
-system CryptoController
features
inframe: in data port Frame;
outframe: out data port Frame;
end CryptoController;
system implementation CryptoController.Imp
subcomponents
red: process Splitter.Imp running on Machine1;
bypass: process Bypass.Imp running on Machine1;
crypto: process Crypto.Imp running on Machine1;
black: process Merger.Imp running on Machine2;
Machine1: node machine.impl accesses Machine2;
Machine2: node machine.impl accesses Machine1;
flows
port inframe -> red.frame;
port red.header -> bypass.inheader;
port red.payload -> crypto.inpayload;
port bypass.outheader -> black.header;
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port crypto.outpayload -> black.payload;
port black.frame -> outframe;
end CryptoController.Imp;
--- Splitter component for decomposing frames into header and payload
-process Splitter
features
frame: in data port Frame;
header: out data port Header;
payload: out data port Payload;
end Splitter;
process implementation Splitter.Imp
flows
port fst(frame) -> header;
port snd(frame) -> payload;
end Splitter.Imp;
--- Bypass component for forwarding header
-process Bypass
features
inheader: in data port Header;
outheader: out data port Header;
end Bypass;
process implementation Bypass.Imp
flows
port inheader -> outheader;
end Bypass.Imp;
--- Crypto component for encrypting payload
-process Crypto
features
inpayload: in data port Payload;
outpayload: out data port Payload;
end Crypto;
process implementation Crypto.Imp
constants
mykey: public key default pub(MyKeys);
flows
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port encrypt(inpayload, mykey) -> outpayload;
end Crypto.Imp;
--- Merger component for re-assembling frames from header and payload
-process Merger
features
header: in data port Header;
payload: in data port Payload;
frame: out data port Frame;
end Merger;
process implementation Merger.Imp
flows
port (header, payload) -> frame;
end Merger.Imp;
network CryptoNet
end CryptoNet;
network implementation CryptoNet.Imp
end CryptoNet.Imp;
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